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Adam Rabin | ‘20

• Previous Industry
Real Estate

• Future Industry
Tech / Consulting

• Other Regions Considered
Midwest

• Why Haas
Lifestyle, exploring the West Coast, and exposure to all of the excitement in the 
tech industry. The ideal location to pursue an MBA.

• Why I Love the Bay
Such a unique way of living. I’m really active and love all the opportunities to go 
hiking, running and exploring. There are also tons of excellent food options. The 
ability to grab some brunch in Sausalito, then work it off with an afternoon hike in 
Tilden Park in Berkeley is something you can only get here. There is also so much 
to do just across the bridge in San Francisco.

• Ask Me About
Real Estate, Tech / Consulting Recruiting, Running, Hiking, etc.



Maurizio Asperti | ‘19

• Previous Industry
Credit Ratings & Investment Banking

• Future Industry
Investment Banking

• Other Regions Considered
Europe & NYC

• Why Haas
Lifestyle, exploring the West Coast, and cultivating a new network of contacts who 
can be friends for life (not just contacts).

• Why I Love the Bay
Natural beauty and mild weather. I love the outdoors and the opportunities to go 
hiking, running and exploring. There is great food here as well (although for a 
price). Finally, the people are nice and easy to connect with – which is a good 
thing to immerse yourself in if you grew up in New York.

• Ask Me About
Finance, Cooking, Global Affairs, Running, Weight Lifting, Biotechnology, Travel.



Stephen Collins | ‘20

• Previous Industry
Consulting

• Future Industry
Tech / Digital Media & Entertainment

• Other Regions Considered
Northeast & Midwest

• Why Haas
The culture here is totally unique and the perfect place to grow not only 
professionally, but also personally. Living in the most exciting city in America 
and having direct access to Silicon Valley recruiting doesn’t hurt either.

• Why I Love the Bay
You have to visit to believe it. The weather, the culture, the restaurants, the 
outdoor activities, the nearby snowboarding, the innumerable day and weekend 
trips… the list goes on and on.

• Ask Me About
Consulting, tech recruiting, business school with a partner, why I fell in love with 
Haas and The Bay Area.



Evan Wright | ‘20

• Previous Industry
International Education, Supply Chain Management, Diversity & Inclusion 

Consulting

• Future Industry
Consulting / Social Venture Capital / Tech

• Other Regions Considered
Northeast

• Why Haas
I wanted to be on the West Coast and was drawn to the Haas Defining Principles.

• Why I Love the Bay
I love the weather, the people, and the culture!

• Ask Me About
Driving from Philly to Berkeley, The Consortium, or adjusting to being a student 

again!



Molly Zeins | ‘20

• Previous Industry
Education Non-Profit

• Future Industry
Social Impact or Innovation Consulting or Venture Capital focused on Female 
Founders/Social Impact

• Other Regions Considered
Northeast

• Why Haas
I visited Haas and felt like I was surrounded by people who all wanted to make a 
difference and who cared about listening and learning from others. It was unlike 
any other school I’d visited.

• Why I Love the Bay
The Bay attracts so many interesting people with huge ideas. There’s no shortage 
of ways to get inspired here, whether it’s by going to the Diversity Symposium, 
listening in at Story Salon, going for a trail run, or visiting Dolores Park.

• Ask Me About
How hard it was to move and why I’m so happy that I did!
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